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ABSTRACT

In practice, battery charging of EVs in battery charging
stations in an area may cause large dynamic voltage changes
in the electricity grid, which generates the voltage unbalance
phenomenon among diﬀerent areas in the same electricity grid
[10, 15, 26]. To alleviate such voltage unbalance, intelligent
battery charging systems are proposed, in which all EVs
send their battery energy information to the system with
a constant frequency (i.e., 1 time/second) and the system
schedules battery charging time and charging current for each
EV periodically [10, 26] so that the electricity peak demand
of all battery charging stations will be reduced and the overall
electricity demand proﬁle in a whole day will be ﬂattened.
However, the communication between EVs and intelligent
battery charging systems are exposed in the air and easy to
be accessed, which makes communication information (energy
consumption time series) vulnerable to security threats.
Besides, current smartphone apps try to improve user’s
vehicle usage experience by monitoring energy consumption
time series remotely and showing it on the smartphone screen
in real time so that users can make corresponding decisions
such as the need for charging. However, malicious smartphone apps exist in smartphone app markets [19, 32] and
make energy consumption time series vulnerable to security
threats. Though several methods [5–7] have been proposed
to improve smartphone security by removing malicious apps
from app marketplaces or developing new frameworks in the
smartphone operating system to provide security protection,
malicious attackers keep developing new methods to help attackers penetrate into marketplaces and the developed frameworks are not always trustworthy, which makes it diﬃcult to
protect energy consumption time series from attackers.
Such energy consumption time series disclosure may lead
to driver privacy related problems such as the driving path
inference by attackers. However, no previous research has discussed possible attacks that infer driving paths from energy
consumption time series. Under this condition, driver privacy
becomes vulnerable to security threats and attackers may
try to ﬁgure out EV’s driving paths only based on energy
consumption time series of EVs. More speciﬁcally, an attacker
may ﬁrstly estimates appliance states (i.e., vehicle speed, AC
state, and intersection turn state) based on energy consumption time series and then infers possible driving paths based
on the estimated appliance states.
Several methods [25, 34] use anonymous certiﬁcation technologies to ensure communication security between EVs and
intelligent battery charging systems. However, these methods result in heavy certiﬁcation data management loads on
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EV including vehicle speed state, air condition state and intersection turn state based on EV energy consumption time
series. And then, Bepath ﬁgures out the driving path based
on the estimated appliance states and map information. We
used real-life daily driving data with diﬀerent participants to
test the performance of Bepath and compared inferred path
results between Bepath and an existing method to evaluate
the path inference accuracy of Bepath. The experimental
results show that Bepath can estimate appliance states accurately and infers 50% trips with distance errors within
0.5 km, while the previous work that infers paths based on
vehicle speed from insurance companies can only infer 26%
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1

INTRODUCTION

A pure electric vehicle (EV) drives its movement and auxiliary
functions such as air condition (AC) using its battery. Compared with traditional vehicles, EVs have more advantages
such as no air pollution emission and high energy eﬃciency,
which make them more and more popular in current automotive markets [3, 20, 24]. As a result, many services are
developed to monitor battery energy information (i.e., energy
capacity and battery energy consumption) for users and ensure driving safety in recent years. For example, many public
battery charging stations have been built at urban areas to
support the operations of the EVs. Besides, many smartphone apps are designed to communicate with an EV and
show users energy consumption time series in the smartphone
screen to make vehicle usage more convenient. However, such
services may make energy consumption time series vulnerable
to security threats such as revealing an EV’s driving path.
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on vehicle speed and intersection turn information and does
not need driving direction information which is usually diﬃcult to obtain in practice. We used real-life daily EV driving
data [1] including vehicle usages of diﬀerent participants in
Beijing city to test path inference accuracy of Bepath.
Our contributions are summarized below:
• We analyze the feasibility of implementing Bepath based
on energy consumption time series of EVs in practice, which
has not been studied in previous works.
• We propose Bepath to infer one driving path only based on
energy consumption time series. Bepath ﬁrstly uses the GSPbase method to identify energy consumption sources based
on energy consumption time series. And then, two appliance
state estimation methods (neural network based method
and appliance state estimation problem based method) are
proposed to estimate appliance states based on energy consumption source identiﬁcation results. Lastly, a path inference
model in Bepath will infer the ﬁnal path based on the estimated appliance states.
• We used real-life daily EV driving data including vehicle
usages of diﬀerent participants in Beijing city to show the
feasibility of Bepath on EVs. We compared path inference
results between Bepath and a path inference method to
evaluate path inference accuracy of Bepath. The experimental
results not only demonstrate that Bepath can accurately
infer 50% and 80% trips with distance errors within 0.5 km
and 1 km but also show that Bepath has good robustness
performance to diﬀerent sampling frequencies and EV types.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents our proposed path inference attack (Bepath) on EVs.
We present the details of our proposed Bepath in Section 3
and evaluate Bepath in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 presents
related works and we conclude this paper in Section 6.

EVs during the EV communication process [31], which limits
application of these methods in intelligent battery charging systems. Other methods [30, 33] apply group signature
technologies to allow the group leader in an EV group (consisted of a group leader and other EVs) to communicate with
location-based services such as intelligent battery charging
systems and prevent other EVs from being tracked during the
access process. However, these methods sacriﬁce the privacy
of the group leader during the communication process, which
also limits their applications in practice [11]. Therefore, no
eﬀective technologies exist to completely ensure the communication security between EVs and intelligent battery charging
systems without heavy certiﬁcation data management loads or EV privacy sacriﬁcation. For the smartphone security
situation, malicious smartphone apps may obtain energy consumption time series by monitoring energy consumption time
series remotely and it is diﬃcult to prevent smartphones from
these malicious apps [32]. As a result, malicious attackers
have high possibility of obtaining energy consumption time
series of EVs in practice from intelligent battery charging
systems or smartphone apps.
In this paper, we propose a battery energy based path
inference attack (Bepath) that can infer an EV’s driving
paths only based on its energy consumption time series during
the driving process. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the ﬁrst work to implement a path inference attack that
infers a driving path of an EV based on energy consumption
time series of the EV. There exist two main challenges for
developing Bepath in practice.
• The ﬁrst challenge is how to estimate appliance states including vehicle speed, AC state and intersection turn state.
For an EV, its measured battery energy is used to drive both
vehicle movement (vehicle speed and intersection turn) and
auxiliary functions such as AC in practice. It will result in low
vehicle speed and intersection turn state estimation accuracy
if the measured battery energy is directly used to estimate vehicle speed and intersection turn state. To deal with this challenge, Bepath ﬁrstly identiﬁes the source (vehicle movement
or AC) of each measured battery energy consumption through
a Graph Signal Processing based (GSP-based) method. And
then, Bepath builds an appliance state estimation method
to estimate appliance states (vehicle speed, AC state and
intersection turn state) based on battery energy consumption
source identiﬁcation results. However, vehicle speed in the estimated appliance states only contains absolute speed values
but does not include driving direction information.
• The second challenge is how to infer a driving path of one
EV based on the estimated appliance states.
To handle this challenge, Bepath develops a vehicle path inference model to infer a driving path based on the estimated
appliance states. More speciﬁcally, Bepath ﬁrstly forms all
possible path candidates in the map and then calculate the
similarity between path candidates and the estimated appliance states to determine the ﬁnal path which can maximize
the similarity. Compared with many existing path inference
methods [8, 13, 21], Bepath infers a driving path only based

2

FRAMEWORK AND DEFINITIONS
IN BEPATH

Current smartphone operating systems (e.g., Android, Windows, Symbian, etc.) prevent malicious apps from attacking smartphones based on permission-based security models
which restrict operation actions an app can perform and
data it can access. Since a smartphone is easily intruded
by an app collusion attacker during the app installing or
updating process [18] and its GPS is usually assigned with
a high permission level, real-time battery information can
be accessed more easily by an app collusion attacker and
sent to third parties. An intelligent battery charging system
contains plenty of connections between EVs, power grid, and
aggregators, which provides more opportunities for malicious
attackers to access communication channels. As one kind of
high privacy-sensitive information, GPS information of an
individual vehicle is usually transmitted anonymously and
needs to be validated by a trusted authority to retrieve a
vehicle’s real identity [30]. However, real-time battery information is considered as much less privacy sensitive information
and transmitted in message packet form with no security
protection. Reference [22] has shown that attackers such as
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{Of f, Low, M iddle, High}. Intersection turn state only indicates a turning angle level of an EV but does not indicate turning directions since there is no close relationship between energy consumption and turning direction. It changes in the set
{Of f, Low, High}. Speciﬁcally, Of f means that the an EV
drives with zero turning angle while High means that an EV
drives with a large turning angle and consumes more energy.
When an EV drives on the road, its appliance states may
change. For example, vehicle speed changes from 20 km/h to
22 km/h, AC state changes from Low to Of f or intersection
turn state changes from Of f to Low. Here, these changes are
considered as appliance state changes. Since battery energy
consumption of an EV can be either power-train system
(PT) energy consumption, auxiliary function (AF) energy
consumption or steering system (ST) energy consumption,
the battery energy consumption will have an energy variation
when there exists an appliance state change.
Definition 2. Energy variation. Energy variation ΔEt
is caused by appliance state change at time t and calculated
as ΔEt = Et − Et−1 , where Et represents battery energy
consumption at time t and Et−1 represents battery energy
consumption at time t − 1. ΔEt is positive if Et is larger than
Et−1 . Otherwise, ΔEt is negative. Speciﬁcally, we use ΔEtP T ,
ΔEtAF , and ΔEtST to represent PT energy variation, AF energy variation and ST energy variation at time t, respectively.

man-in-the-middle (MITIM) in an intelligent battery charging system can easily intercept or eavesdrop communication
information. Therefore, the real-time battery information is
much easier to be attacked than the GPS information. In this
paper, we will not discuss how to obtain energy consumption
time series of an EV in details. We assume that Bepath can
obtain energy consumption time series of an EV (e.g., from
intelligent battery charging systems or smartphone apps) to
infer its paths. We tested time complexity of Bepath in the experiment part and here we only focus on how to infer a driving
path of an EV based on its energy consumption time series.
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Figure 1: Framework of Bepath on an EV.
Figure 1 shows how Bepath infers one driving path based
on energy consumption time series. It mainly contains three
parts: (1) energy consumption source identiﬁcation, (2) appliance state estimation, and (3) vehicle path inference.
(1) Energy consumption source identiﬁcation. We conducted statistical analysis on energy consumption sources
based on one real-life daily EV driving data and found that
energy consumptions from its power-train system, auxiliary
functions or steering system dominate around 95% of its total
energy consumptions. Therefore, we conclude that, for an EV,
its battery energy is mainly consumed to drive a power-train
system, auxiliary functions and a steering system.
• The power-train system consumes battery energy to drive
the EV with electric motors and its state is vehicle speed.
• The auxiliary functions in an EV mainly include radio, music, light and AC and their average energy consumptions per
second are around 20w, 30w, 50w and 2, 000w. Since AC
dominates most part of the energy consumed by auxiliary
functions, we use AC state to indicate the state of auxiliary
functions for simplicity.
• The steering system helps to rotate the wheel as the user
wants to turn an EV and the state of the steering system
indicates a turning angle level (i.e., zero turning angle, small turning angle or large turning angle) an EV drives with.
Speciﬁcally, a steering system with a larger turning angle
usually consumes more energy.
Here, we use appliances to represent the power-train system, auxiliary functions, and steering system in an EV and
appliance states to represent states of these appliances.
Definition 1. Appliance States. Appliance states indicate vehicle speed, AC state and intersection turn state. More
speciﬁcally, vehicle speed does not contain the driving direction
and changes from 0 to 100 km/h. AC state changes in the set

Definition 3. Energy variation time series. Energy variation time series represent a set of energy variations caused
by appliance state changes in the dataset. For a dataset with
total J energy variations, its energy variation time series can
be described as <ΔEt1 , ΔEt2 , . . . , ΔEtj , . . . , ΔEtJ >, where
j represents the j th energy variation in energy variation time
series and tj indicates its time-stamp.
One appliance state change always concurrently exists with
another appliance state change (named as its reverse state
change in this paper) in practice. Here we take vehicle speed
change situations as examples to show this. The energy consumption time series records the energy consumption in a
small time interval such as one second used in this paper. In
one second, the acceleration and deceleration of EVs usually
have certain limitations, e.g., vehicle speed change per each
time interval will not exceed 2 km/h. Therefore, based on
the energy consumption for each time stamp, the energy
variance time series will be a set of positive and negative
energy variations caused by appliance state changes in the
dataset, and the derived action by the GSP-based method
will be like 20→22 km/h, 22→24 km/h, . . . , 38→40 km/h
in which 30→32 km/h, 32→34 km/h, . . . , 38→40 km/h correspond to 40→38 km/h, 38→36 km/h, . . . , 32→30 km/h,
and 20→22 km/h, 22→24 km/h, . . . , 28→30 km/h will be
corresponding to 30→28 km/h, 28→26 km/h, . . . , 22→20
km/h if there will be the 30→20 km/h deceleration process
later on, or there is no such match otherwise. Based on above
analysis, we can also conclude that one positive energy variation always concurrently exists with one negative energy
variation in the energy variation time series. For example,
a user ﬁrstly changes AC state from Of f to Low and then
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estimation problem based model for Bepath that provides
high appliance state estimation accuracy.
In the appliance state estimation problem based model,
given an energy consumption time series, Bepath calculates
energy variation time series <ΔEtj , ΔEtj+1 , ΔEtj+2 , . . . >,
and then ﬁgures out the appliance state change atj−1 →atj
corresponds for each j th energy variation ΔEj , e.g., <tj :
(speed : 20→30), tj+1 : (AC : Of f →Low), tj+2 : (turn :
Low→High), . . . >. We conducted statistical analysis on appliance state changes in a real-life daily EV driving dataset
which includes total 3712 vehicle speed changes, 8 AC state
changes and 57 intersection turn state changes. We found
that only in 16 appliance state changes, two changes occur
simultaneously (i.e., there are 8 times of changes). Based on
this observation, we assume that only one appliance state
change occurs for each energy variation.
Definition 4. State Change Energy Variation (SCEV).
SCEV is deﬁned as energy variation value (i.e., ΔEt ) when
the appliance state of an EV changes from one state to another state (i.e., atj−1 →atj ), e.g., when an EV’s AC changes
from Of f to Low, its vehicle speed changes from 20 km/h to
22 km/h, and it has an intersection turn from Of f to Low.
In the appliance state estimation problem based model,
Bepath forms an appliance state estimation problem which estimates appliance states by minimizing the sum of diﬀerences
between energy variations ΔE in the energy consumption
time series and SCEV caused by the estimated appliance
state changes (denoted by f (atj−1 →atj )), as shown below:

changes AC state from Low to Of f . The corresponding energy variations of these two appliance state changes include one
positive energy variation and one negative energy variation.
The positive energy variation is used to indicate AC state
change (Of f →Low) and the negative energy variation is
used to indicate the state change (Low→Of f ). As shown in
Figure 1, Bepath identiﬁes energy consumption sources of
energy variations and uses these energy variations to indicate
appliance state changes.
(2) Appliance state estimation. For the appliance state
estimation part, Bepath formulates an appliance state estimation problem to estimate appliance states. Speciﬁcally, Bepath uses energy variations from energy consumption
source identiﬁcation results to estimate appliance states.
(3) Vehicle path inference. For the vehicle path reference
part, Bepath ﬁrstly calculates the number of total intersection turns and intersection distances between consecutive
intersection turns based on the appliance state estimation
result (vehicle speed and intersection turn state). And then,
Bepath generates a driving path candidate pool based on the
calculation result and a road graph. Lastly, Bepath calculates
similarities between intersection distances of path candidates
and distances in the calculation result to select the path
which maximizes the similarity as the ﬁnal inference result.

3

SYSTEM DESIGN OF BEPATH

In this section, we will discuss how Bepath infers a driving
path based on energy consumption time series of an EV.
Speciﬁcally, we present the details of appliance state estimation in Section 3.1, energy consumption source identiﬁcation
in Section 3.2, and vehicle path inference in Section 3.3.

3.1

arg min
a

J


(f (atj−1 → atj ) − ΔEj )2

(1)

j=1

where J means the number of energy variations and tj indicates the time stamp of the j th energy variation ΔEj in the
energy consumption time series.
Bepath builds the SCEV pool of an appliance state for
each individual EV to show SCEVs of its all appliance state
changes. In practice, the SCEV pool of an appliance state can
be obtained by calculating energy variation values when the
appliance state of an EV changes. An example of an SCEV
pool for an EV is shown in Figure 2. This SCEV pool is generated based on one daily vehicle usage data of an EV in [1].
This vehicle usage data records one EV’s real-time appliance
states and energy consumption time series during one daily
usage in the Beijing city area. This daily vehicle usage data
in real life is around 7,253 samples and covers all AC state
and intersection turn state changes and most of diﬀerent
vehicle speed changes. For those vehicle speed changes which
are not covered by the data, we use the data ﬁtting method
[4] to estimate their corresponding energy variations. Figure
2 shows SCEVs of diﬀerent appliance state changes from one
appliance state (shown in X axis) to another appliance state
(shown in Y axis) for an EV. Speciﬁcally, Figure 2(a) shows
SCEVs when vehicle speed changes in the range [0, 56 km/h].
Since vehicle speed change in one time interval of this EV
does not exceed 2 km/h because of acceleration and deceleration limitations, Figure 2(a) only includes vehicle speed

Appliance State Estimation

In this section, we will present how Bepath estimates appliance states at each time stamp during a time period based
on energy consumption time series. Here, we ﬁrstly try to
estimate appliance states using the machine learning technology [17] since it performs well at classiﬁcation. Speciﬁcally,
appliance states are estimated using neural networks based on
energy consumption time series because appliance states have
high non-linear relationships with battery energy variations
and neural network has good ability in learning non-linear
and complexity relationships [17]. The neural network based
model chooses battery energy consumption per second (i.e.,
battery power), energy variation, and derivative of energy
variation as its inputs and uses vehicle speed, AC state and
intersection turn state as its outputs. Here, we choose the
above energy consumption time series as model inputs mainly because appliances in an EV are driven by the battery
and any appliance state change will be fully reﬂected in the
energy consumption time series. Details of the model training
process and model testing performance will be explained
in Section 4. We ﬁnd that the neural network based model
has low appliance state estimation accuracy (33.3%, 48.7%
and 41.9% on vehicle speed, AC state and intersection turn
state) and this motivates us to propose an appliance state
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(a) SCEV (kw) of vehicle speed.

(b) SCEV (kw) of AC state.

(c) SCEV (kw) of intersection turn state.

Figure 2: SCEVs of changes from one appliance state (x-axis) to another appliance state (y-axis) based on
one daily vehicle usage data.
appliance state estimation problem should be subject to the
following constraint: ati =atk−1 and ati−1 =atk if two energy
variations (i.e., the ith energy variation ΔEi and the kth
energy variation ΔEk ) are caused by one appliance state
change and its reverse state change.
This constraint on appliance states can reduce the total
number of possible solutions for the enumeration method. To
form this constraint, Bepath needs to identify energy variations caused by one appliance state change and its reverse
state change. However, it is diﬃcult to identify these pairs in
many diﬀerent energy variations existing in the energy consumption time series. To handle this problem, Bepath uses
a Graph Signal Processing based (GSP-based) method [27]
to match energy variations in the energy consumption time
series. The next section will explain the details of matching
energy variations using the GSP-based method. Based on
the energy variation matching result, appliance state changes
and reverse state changes will be formed as the constraint of
Equation (1) to estimate appliance states.

changes within 2 km/h. Figure 2(b) shows SCEVs when AC
state changes among the set {Of f, Low, M iddle, High}. Figure 2(c) shows SCEVs when intersection turn state changes
among the set {Of f, Low, High}. We mark energy variation
values with diﬀerent colors to clearly show SCEVs in Figure
2 and the color bar at the right side of each ﬁgure shows
the energy variation values with diﬀerent colors. As shown
in Figure 2, we see that the SCEVs are positive when the
vehicle speed changes from a low level to a high level (from 0
to 56 km/h), the AC state changes from Of f to High or the
intersection turn state changes from Of f to High because
the EV consumes more battery energy in these cases, and the
SCEVs are negative when the changing direction is opposite
because the EV consumes less battery energy.
In this paper, we use an enumeration method to solve this
appliance state estimation problem. The enumeration method
works by listing all possible solutions and choosing one solution which minimizes the sum of squared errors as indicated
in Equation (1). However, vehicle speed may change continuously in the range [0, 56 km/h] and the number of possible
states will reach 56 if vehicle speed increases gradually with 1
km/h at a step, which makes the enumeration method diﬃcult to implement in practice. To solve this problem, we need
to reduce the number of all possible solutions by imposing a
constraint on Equation (1) based on appliance state changes.
In the energy consumption time series, a SCEV could be
caused by many diﬀerent appliance state changes and we
hope to reduce the scope of the appliance state changes to
search the actual one. We notice that among the appliance
state changes causing the energy variance time series, each
appliance state change (ati−1 →ati ) always concurrently exists with another appliance state change (atk−1 →atk and
ati =atk−1 ∧ati−1 =atk ). As a result, there always exist two
energy variations with opposite values that indicate an appliance state change and its reverse appliance state change.
For example, a user ﬁrstly changes AC state from Of f to
Low and then changes AC state from Low to Of f . The
corresponding energy variations of these two appliance state changes include one positive energy variation and one
negative energy variation with the same absolute variation
value. Speciﬁcally, the positive energy variation is used to
indicate AC state change of Of f →Low and the negative
energy variation is used to indicate reverse state change of
Low→Of f . Based on this observation, we can have the following constraint. That is, the solution a∗t1 , a∗t2 , ..., a∗tJ of the

3.2

Energy Consumption Source
Identiﬁcation

We choose the GSP-based method because it can more accurately cluster values. Given an energy variation time series,
the GSP-based method clusters and matches energy variations based on their values so that energy variation matching
results can be used to identify appliance state changes and
their reverse state changes.
• Step 1 (Energy Variation Clustering): The GSP-based method
clusters energy variations into diﬀerent positive and negative
clusters based on energy variation values. Speciﬁcally, each
positive or negative cluster contains all energy variations
which have similar values in the energy consumption time
series. For example, given energy variation time series (1.53,
0.50, 1.50, -1.49, -1.53, -0.51), we cluster them into two positive clusters ({1.53, 1.50}, {0.5}) and two negative clusters
({−1.49, −1.53}, {−0.51}) based on similarity of their values.
• Step 2 (Energy Variation Matching): Each cluster in Step
1 contains all energy variations with similar values. This
step is to match two clusters with a positive value and a
negative but the same absolute value (e.g., {1.53, 1.50} and
{−1.49, −1.53}), and then identify the two energy variations
from the two clusters respectively that represent one appliance state change and its reverse state change (e.g., 1.53 and
−1.53) considering the occurrence time constraint.
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Figure 3: Energy variation clustering with the GSPbased method in Bepath
cluster together with ΔE1 and removed from the graph. Note
that the thresholds H  and q are determined empirically. As
shown by step (d) in Figure 3, since s∗8 and s∗10 are larger than
q, ΔE8 and ΔE10 are assigned with ΔE1 together into the
cluster C1 and are removed from the graph. The remaining
nodes form a new graph Π. The above process forms one
energy variation clustering iteration. When the GSP-based
method ﬁnishes one energy variation clustering iteration, the
new dataset Π will be sent to the GSP-based method to
start the next energy variation clustering process as shown
in Figure 3 until all energy variations are clustered and Π
becomes empty. Finally, the GSP-based method clusters all
energy variations into positive and negative clusters.

(ΔE −ΔE )2

i
j
ing function [36]: exp{−
}, where ρ is the scaling
ρ2
2
factor and (ΔEi − ΔEj ) means Euclidean distance between
ΔEi and ΔEj . All wi,j where i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., J} form an edge
matrix A that indicates the similarity degree between energy
variation ΔEi and energy variation ΔEj . After building the
graph, the GSP-based method iteratively calculates global
node states of the remaining graph nodes that are used to
cluster energy variations until all energy variations in the
graph are clustered. Each iteration generates one cluster
that includes all ΔEs similar to the ﬁrst ΔE in the remaining graph (i.e., ΔE1 ). The global node states of nodes in
the remaining graph are calculated through the following
optimization problem:

arg min(S T LS)

ሺࢇሻ

ܧ

3.2.1 Energy Variation Clustering. Before we use the GSPbased method for clustering the energy variance time series,
we ﬁrst remove noises in the series. Figure 3 shows the details
of the steps for energy variation clustering. To remove the noises, as shown in step (a) in Figure 3, we ﬁrst pre-process the
energy consumption time series using the minimum bounding
box algorithm [2] which ﬁnds the minimum-area bounding
box of a two-dimensional convex polygon in linear time to
eliminate measurement noises. Then, as shown in step (b)
in Figure 3, we calculate energy variation time series (represented by the arrows in the ﬁgure) and compare each energy
variation with a threshold H  . Here H  equals to the minimum of all absolute energy variation values. Energy variations
whose values are less than H  are removed to further eliminate measurement noises. For example, the energy variation
marked with red color is removed because of its absolute value is smaller than H  . Next, we use the GSP-based method
to cluster similar energy variances.
The GSP-based method ﬁrstly builds a graph with a set
of nodes and edges to represent the pre-processed energy
variance time series. Speciﬁcally, the ith node in the graph
represents energy variation ΔEi and edge weight wi,j connecting ΔEi and ΔEj indicates their similarity degree. The
edge weight wi,j is calculated by the Gaussian kernel weight-

3.2.2 Energy Variation Matching. In energy variation clustering results, the number of positive clusters (ΔE > 0)
approximately equals to the number of negative clusters
(ΔE < 0). This is because the concurrent existence of appliance state changes and their reverse state changes always
result in positive and negative energy variations with similar
absolute values. For example, if AC state has two changes
(Of f →Low and Low→Of f ), it results in an energy variation
(1.53) in the positive cluster and an energy variation (-1.49)
in a negative cluster. The positive cluster and the negative
cluster with similar absolute value are for appliance state
changes and their reverse state changes, a challenge here is
for each energy variation corresponding to a appliance state
change in one cluster, how to ﬁnd its corresponding reverse
state change in the other cluster. Figure 4 shows details of the
energy variation matching process to handle this challenge.
We use Cip to indicate the ith positive cluster and Cin to
indicate the ith negative cluster. The ΔEs in each cluster are
ordered by time. The GSP-based method ﬁrstly pairs each
positive cluster with a negative cluster whose absolute energy
variation values are similar (e.g., C1p and C1n in Figure 4).
And then, the GSP-based method matches energy variations
in the paired clusters to identify one appliance state change
and its reverse state change.
Here, we take the paired clusters C1p and C1n as an example
to show the energy variation matching process in Figure 4.
To ﬁnd an energy variation in cluster C1n to match a certain
energy variation ΔEi in cluster C1p , the GSP-based method
only considers energy variations in C1n which happens after
ΔEi in cluster C1p . This is because, for two energy variations

(2)

S

where S = [s1 ; ...; si ; ...; sJ ] and si represents the node state
of the ith energy variation ΔEi in the graph. The solution S ∗
of Equation (2) includes their global node states s∗i and s∗j .
Based on reference [29], global node state s∗i can be calculated
as −s1 × (Li+1:J,i+1:J )−1 × (Li,i+1:J )T , where L equals to
D −A. s1 is ΔE1 ’s global node state, and it indicates whether
energy variation ΔE1 is larger than a certain threshold H; s1
equals to 1 if ΔE1 is larger than H and equals to 0 otherwise.
A is the edge matrix explained earlier. D
is a diagonal matrix
and its non-zero element Di,i equals to Jj=1 wi,j , where wi,j
is the element in the ith row and j th column of the matrix A.
As a result, the higher similarity between energy variation
ΔEi and ΔE1 , the larger the s∗i is.
∗
We use SΠ
to denote the S ∗ for the remaining graph
∗
denoted by Π as shown by step (c) in Figure 3. If s∗i in SΠ
is
larger than a constant q, it means that ΔEi has high similarity
degree with ΔE1 , and it then will be assigned into the same
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and consumes less energy compared with intersection turn
situations, absolute energy consumption value can also be
used to identify intersection turn states. Speciﬁcally, if an
appliance state change is identiﬁed as an interaction turn
based on energy variation and the corresponding absolute
energy consumption value is larger than a certain threshold,
this appliance state change will be identiﬁed as an intersection
turn state change, which can help to eliminate the eﬀect of
curve roads on intersection turn action estimation accuracy.
Next section will discuss how Bepath infers a driving path
based on the estimated appliance states.
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Figure 4: Energy variation matching with the GSPbased method in Bepath.
caused by an appliance state change and its reverse state
change, its negative energy variation must occur after its positive energy variation. All energy variation candidates which
satisfy this requirement forms a candidate pool Φ for ΔEi .
As in reference [35], the GSP-based method uses magnitudes
and time to select one energy variation candidate in Φ to
match ΔEi in the cluster C1p . Speciﬁcally, magnitudes represent absolute values of ΔEi and each energy variation in the
candidate pool Φ. Time represent time-stamps of ΔEi and
each energy variation in the candidate pool Φ. Based on magnitudes and time, the GPS-based method ﬁrstly forms one
magnitude graph and one time graph using the method introduced above. And then, the GSP-based method calculates
∗
global node states SM
of the magnitude graph and global
node states ST∗ of the time graph through arg minS (S T LS),
where S = [s1 ; ...; sk ; ...; sK+1 ] and K represents the total
number of energy variations in the candidate pool Φ. Here
s1 represents the node state of energy variation ΔEi in the
magnitude graph or in the time graph. s1 equals to 1 if ΔEi
is larger than a magnitude threshold HM in the magnitude
graph or a time threshold HT in the time graph. Otherwise,
it equals to 0. Recall that a higher global node state of a
graph node means that the node has a higher similarity as
node ΔEi . Lastly, the GSP-based method builds the follow∗
ing energy variation matching problem based on SM
and ST∗
to select the energy variation candidate in Φ:
arg max (αs∗Mk + βs∗Tk )

3.3

Vehicle Path Inference

For path inference, many of the existing methods [8, 13, 21]
ﬁrst reconstruct a path based on vehicle driving information
(driving speed, driving direction and starting point) and then
correct the reconstructed path based on real map information.
However, it is diﬃcult to obtain the driving direction information in practice, which is required in methods in [13, 21]. The
path inference method (shorted as Elastic path) [8] does not
need this information and it infers a vehicle path based on
vehicle speed and starting point of the path. Unlike Elastic
path, Bepath infers a vehicle path using vehicle speed and intersection turn, which are estimated based on battery energy
consumption in Section 3.1. Figure 5 shows how Bepath infers
a path based on the estimated vehicle speed and intersection
turn. To infer a possible path of an EV, Bepath needs to do
two steps:
Candidate generation

Construct
Map
Final inference path
Estimated appliance
states
Vehicle speed
Intersection
turn state

(3)

k

where k is the order number of the energy variation candidate
in Φ, and α and β are constant weights and used to balance
magnitude diﬀerences and time intervals. The ﬁnal solution
k∗ of Equation (3) should maximize the sum of weighted
global node states and the (k∗ )th energy variation in Φ will
be matched to ΔE in C1p . By this way, each energy variation
in C1p is matched with one energy variation in C1n to identify
one appliance state change and its reverse state change. Based
on energy variation matching results, appliance state changes
and reverse state changes will be identiﬁed and used as
constraints of Equation (1) to estimate appliance states.
For intersection turn state estimation, situations where
an EV drives on a curve road exist in practice and can
also result in similar energy variation values. Bepath will
make wrong estimation result if intersection turn state is
estimated only based on energy variations. Since an EV
usually drives with smaller turning angle on the curve road

Distance



ܥଵ

1

2

3

…

N

Intersection turn order

Figure 5: Bepath’s path inference mechanism.
• Step 1 (Map Construction): As shown in Figure 5, Bepath
constructs a road graph including diﬀerent vertices and edges
based on the city map data (OpenStreetMap). These vertices
and edges will be used to determine a ﬁnal inference path in
Step 2. Here, we assume that Bepath knows the city where an
EV drives in advance so that map data of this city area can be
obtained for map construction. This assumption is reasonable
in practice since an EV always drives in the same city area
because of limited battery energy and the city information
may be obtained through battery charging stations.
• Step 2 (Path Candidate Determination): Bepath ﬁrstly calculates the number of total intersection turns and the distance
between consecutive intersection turns based on the estimated appliance states. And then, Bepath generates possible
path candidates in the road graph based on the number of
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the ﬁnal inference path to minimize the sum of errors:

total intersection turns and distances. Lastly, Bepath calculates similarities between path candidates and distances to
determine the ﬁnal path which can maximize the similarity.

arg min
Vj ∈U

3.3.1 Map Construction. Prior to inferring the vehicle path,
Bepath constructs a road graph G using a city navigation
map, which can be obtained from OpenStreetMap. In the
road graph, vertices V and edges E represent road intersections and sections between intersections, respectively. More
speciﬁcally, vertices V indicate possible locations where the
vehicle can have an intersection turn and edges E show distances an EV drives on this section. Bepath labels vertices V
in the road graph from East to West and from North to South
and edges E with distances D(Vi , E, Vj ), where Vi and Vj
represent start and end points of edges E. Since a constructed
road graph aﬀects path inference results of Bepath but its
size highly depends on the road graph area and too large size
may result in Bepath’s failure in path inference, we need to
reduce the road graph size as much as possible without sacirﬁcing Bepath’s path inference accuracy. Here, we determine
the road graph size based on battery charging station distributions in the whole city and the maximum driving range
of an EV. Speciﬁcally, the road graph in this paper covers
all battery charging stations and possible locations where
an EV can reach from one battery charging station. By this
way, the obtained road graph not only ensures path inference
accuracy of Bepath but also has smaller size than the whole
city to avoid possible path inference failure situations.

K


(D(Vj−1 , Ej , Vj ) − Dj )2

(4)

j=1

where Vj is one vertex in the list Uj and Ej represents the
edge connecting the (j − 1)th vertex and the (j)th vertex.
Results V ∗ and E ∗ of the optimization problem forms the
ﬁnal inference path which best matches the estimated vehicle
speed and intersection turns in the graph. By this way, Bepath
ﬁnishes the vehicle path inference process.

4

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We used real-world EV usage data [1] to evaluate Bepath’s
performance in path inference accuracy and its robustness
to diﬀerent battery sampling frequencies and vehicle types.
In the real-world EV usage data, total 8 participants drove
their EVs in their daily life in the Beijing city from 7am to
10pm each day from July 1, 2018 to July 7, 2018. The EV
usage data covers diﬀerent driving actions including parking,
turning, acceleration and deceleration. Besides, the data
includes vehicle GPS locations (latitudes and longitudes),
appliance states and total battery energy consumptions that
were read from CAN bus with a sampling frequency of 1
time/second. Other EV usage information including vehicle
type, the number of total trips and average drive distance
per each day for diﬀerent EVs is shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Vehicle usage case

3.3.2 Path Candidate Determination. Based on the constructed road graph Groad and the estimated appliance states,
Bepath forms all possible path candidates including intersections and edges and selects one candidate which can best
match the estimated appliance states. Before generating all possible path candidates, Bepath needs to calculate the
number N of intersection turns based on the estimated intersection turn states and the distance Dj between the j th
intersection turn and the (j + 1)th intersection turn with the
estimated vehicle speed.
The path candidate generation process consists of K rounds to generate a path candidate pool. During the 1th round
of the path candidate generation process, Bepath considers
all vertices of road graph as the location of the 1th intersection turn. For the kth round, where k = 2, 3, ..., K, Bepath
searches a list of potential vertices Uk in the graph for the kth
intersection turn. For each vertex Vk ∈ Uk , Bepath calculates
the distance between the vertex Vk−1 in the candidate pool
and Vk and compares its length D(Vk−1 , E, Vk ) with the distance Dk . If the diﬀerence between D(Vk−1 , E, Vk ) and Dk is
less than a certain threshold, the vertex Vk will be kept in the
list Uk . Otherwise, the vertex Vk needs to be removed from
the list Uk . After N rounds, Bepath will obtain potential
vertex lists U = {U1 , ..., UK } for total K intersection turns.
Lastly, based on potential vertex lists U , a path candidate
pool will be generated for ﬁnal path determination. Here,
Bepath deﬁnes the following optimization problem which
ﬁrstly calculates the sum of errors between the path candidate D(Vj−1 , Ej , Vj ) and distance Dj and then determines

EV
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8

Vehicle type
Hyundai
Baw
Baw
Ruichi
Jac
Gerry
Gerry
Gerry

Trip numbers
8
6
7
7
7
9
8
8

Average drive distance (km)
153
147
119
115
124
135
113
65

In the experiment, we implemented Bepath by running
Matlab (2016a version) on one laptop (Intel i5 CPU and 16
gigabyte memory). Since we determines the road graph size
based on battery charging stations and EV’s driving ranges,
the road graph in the experiment has the size of around
1, 540 mile2 (less than the whole Beijing size (6, 490 mile2 ))
and ensures normal work of Bepath in the experiment. To
evaluate path inference accuracy of Bepath, we ﬁrstly used
appliance states and battery energy consumption values in
real-world usage data of total 8 EVs to test appliance state
estimation accuracies of the neural network based method
and the appliance state estimation problem based method.
For the neural network based method, 25% of data samples
were used to train the model and the remaining samples
were used to test the model’s appliance state estimation
accuracy. And then, based on the estimated appliance states,
we estimated driving paths with Bepath to test its path
inference accuracy. In this paper, we use accurate inference
percentage to evaluate Bepath’s path inference accuracy. The
details of this metric is explained as follows:
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and applied the appliance state estimation problem based
method to estimate appliance states based on the energy
consumption source identiﬁcation result. Based on Figure
6(a), the appliance state estimation problem-based method
in Bepath clusters each energy variations based on Section
3.2.1. To show energy variation clustering results clearly, we
randomly selected part of energy variation clustering results
(in the range [0.8, 1.6 hours]) and marked these clusters with
diﬀerent colors in Figure 6(b). We see that all energy variations in the battery energy values are clustered into negative
and positive clusters and each paired negative and positive
clusters are marked with the same colors, which demonstrates
that Bepath can cluster energy variations eﬃciently.
For this daily trips, EV drove total 153.2 km long and
has total 28 intersection turns. More speciﬁcally, AC was
turned on at 0.8 hour and kept running for 10.3 hours. To
clearly show appliance state estimation accuracies of the
neural network based method and the appliance state estimation problem based method, we compared appliance state
(vehicle speed, AC state and intersection turn state) estimation results of these two methods with ground truth values
and showed part of their comparison results (in in the range
[0.8, 1.6 hours]) in Figure 7(a), Figure 7(b) and Figure 7(c),
respectively. For each ﬁgure, its x-axis represents speciﬁc
time in the time period and its y-axis represents comparisons
among appliance state estimation results and ground truth at
each speciﬁc time. We see that the estimated vehicle speed of
the appliance state estimation problem based method follows
its ground truth accurately. Besides, both AC state change
and intersection turn state change can be identiﬁed by the
appliance state estimation problem based method accurately.
More speciﬁcally, vehicle speed estimation accuracy, AC state
estimation accuracy and intersection turn state estimation
accuracy in the whole usage data equal to 83%, 100% and
92%, while the corresponding values for the neural network
based method equal to 34%, 45% and 44%, which demonstrates the appliance state estimation problem based method
has higher appliance state estimation accuracy.
For the appliance state estimation problem based method,
it can estimate vehicle speed accurately while it has higher
estimation accuracy in both AC state and intersection turn
state. This is mainly because the numbers of all possible
AC states (Oﬀ, Low, Middle, High) and intersection turn
states (Oﬀ, Low, High) are much less than the number of all
possible vehicle speed values and then more accurate SCEVs
of AC state and intersection turn state can be obtained for
state estimation, which ensures their magnitude estimation
accuracy. Here, time-stamp estimation results of AC state
and intersection turn state do not exactly match their real
values. It is mainly because Bepath may match a positive
energy variation to a negative energy variation that is actually
not for the reverse state change during the energy variation
matching process.
To further verify appliance state estimation accuracies of
the neural network based method and the appliance state
estimation problem based method, we utilized the K-fold
cross-validation method to estimate appliance states based

FOXVWHU
FOXVWHU





(a) Energy variation in one day. (b) Part cluster result in Bepath.

Figure 6: Energy variation of #1 EV in one day and
part energy variation clustering results of the appliance state estimation problem based method.
• Accurate inference percentage represents the percentage of
trips whose maximum distance errors between all inferred
locations and all real locations at the same time-stamps) are
less than a certain
value among the whole trips and is cal
i
{n∈N max{gn
:i=1,2,...,In }≤Γ}
culated by
, where n represents
N
th
the n trip in total N trips and gni represents the distance
error between the inferred location and its real location for
the ith point in the nth trip (includes total In points) and Γ
denotes a distance error threshold. This metric helps to indicate path inference accuracy of the path inference method.
Here, we follow the assumption in Elastic path [8] that the
inferred trips with their maximum distance errors less than
Γ = 0.5km are acceptable.
In the experiment, we chose Elastic path [8] and compared
it with Bepath to evaluate Bepath’s path inference accuracy.
Compared with Bepath which infers vehicle path with only
energy consumption time series, Elastic path infers a vehicle
path based on vehicle speed and starting point of the path.
Diﬀerent from Bepath which infers a driving path by minimizing the sum of errors between path candidates and the
estimated distances in the optimization problem, Elastic path
ﬁrstly calculates traveling distance based on vehicle speed
and then develops a stretch algorithm [8] which automatically
compresses or stretches the traveling distance to ﬁnd possible
landmarks in the map and form its ﬁnal estimation path.
Lastly, we inferred driving paths based on the data with
diﬀerent sampling frequencies and vehicle types to test the
robustness performance of Bepath on sampling frequencies
and vehicle types.

4.1

Appliance State Estimation Accuracy
of Bepath

We ﬁrstly used real-world usage data of #1 EV to test appliance state estimation accuracies of the neural network based
method and the appliance state estimation problem based
method. For the neural network based method, we trained
the model shown in Section 4 and used the trained model
to estimate appliance states of #1 EV. For the appliance
state estimation problem based method, we ﬁrstly used usage data of one trip to form its SCEV by following Section
3.1. And then, we used the GSP-based method in Bepath
to identify energy consumption sources of energy variations
in an another trip which lasted total 12 hours and its battery energy variation at each time is shown in Figure 6(a)
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(a) Vehicle speed comparison.

(b) AC state comparison.

(c) Intersection turn comparison.

Figure 7: Appliance state estimation result comparisons among the appliance state estimation problem based
method, the neural network based method and the ground truth.
on the real-world usage data of total 8 EVs. K-fold cross
validation method uses 25% of the recorded battery state
data of each individual EV as a training set or form its
SCEVs and use the remaining data as a test set to evaluate
the appliance state estimation accuracy performance. For
the neural network based method, average state estimation
accuracies of these 8 EVs on vehicle speed, AC state and
intersection turn state reach 41.6%, 67.4% and 47.9%, respectively, For the appliance state estimation problem based
method, its average state estimation accuracies reach 82.1%,
96.4% and 88.9%, which demonstrates that the appliance
state estimation problem based method has higher appliance
state estimation accuracy on all 8 EVs and its estimation
results will be used to infer driving paths in following parts.
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(b) Time delay.

We see that all accurate inference percentage of Bepath for
8 EV increase when the trip distance changes from 3 km
to 13 km in the experiment. This is because Bepath infers
a ﬁnal path based on Equation (4) and a larger number of
total intersection turns in one trip can help to obtain more
accurate path inference result. Figure 9(b) shows time delays
of Bepath for 8 EVs when the trip distance increases. Here we
use the time delay caused by the path inference process for a
given path to indicate time complexity of Bepath and deﬁne
it as a function of trip distance. We see that the maximum
time delay of 8 EVs reach around 4 seconds when the trip
distance equals to 13 km. The maximum time delay is much
less than total driving time (usually more than thousands of
seconds). Therefore, Bepath has low time delay and can be
applied in practice. We also ﬁnd that it takes Bepath more
time to infer a driving path as the trip distance increases.
This is because more samples in energy consumption time
series are collected and Bepath needs to spend more time on
identifying energy consumption sources.
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(a) Path inference accuracy.
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Figure 9: Path inference accuracy and time delay
performances for diﬀerent trip distances.
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Path Inference Accuracy of Bepath







Based on above application state estimation results of 8 EVs
from the K-fold cross validation process and vehicle path
inference method in Section 3.3, we used Bepath to infer
driving paths of 8 EVs and compared path inference results
with their corresponding true paths.
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Figure 8: Accurate inference percentages of Bepath.
Figure 8 shows accurate inference percentages of Bepath
for 8 EVs when the maximum distance error Γ is located at
diﬀerent error ranges. For all EVs, we see that their accurate
inference percentages are larger than 20% when Γ is in [0,
0.25 km]. This means that more than 20% of trips among
all trips can be inferred accurately by Bepath if Γ is within
0.25km. Its accurate inference percentage becomes around
50% when Γ increases to 0.5 km. Elastic path can infer 26%
of trips correctly if Γ within 0.5 km is allowed. Therefore,
the results demonstrate that Bepath can infer paths more
accurately than Elastic path.
Figure 9(a) shows accurate inference percentages of Bepath
for 8 EV with distance errors within 0.5 km when the trip
distance increases. Note that the number of intersection turns
in one trip will generally increase as the trip distance increases.
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Figure 10: Path inference accuracy comparison between Elastic path and Bepath.
To further evaluate path inference accuracy performance of
Bepath, we compared path inference results between Bepath
and Elastic path. Figure 10 shows accurate inference percentage comparisons between Elastic path and Bepath for
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diﬀerent drivers. Overall, Bepath has higher accurate inference percentages for all drivers compared with Elastic
path, which demonstrates high path inference accuracy performance of Bepath. Though both Bepath and Elastic path
work by forming a candidate pool and selecting a ﬁnal inference result from the candidate pool, Bepath also considers
intersection turns in the trip and utilizes these intersection
turns as the constraint to select the ﬁnal inference result from
the candidate pool. By this way, Bepath has high possibility
of ﬁnding correct trips from the candidate pool.
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(a) Diﬀerent sampling frequencies.

(b) Diﬀerent vehicle types.

Figure 11: Bepath’s robustness to diﬀerent sampling
frequencies and diﬀerent vehicle type.

Bepath’s Robustness to Sampling
Frequencies and Vehicle Types

that Bepath has good robustness to both diﬀerent sampling
frequencies and diﬀerent vehicle types.

Since many automotive companies develop their own vehicles and measure energy consumption time series in diﬀerent
sampling frequencies, it is necessary to explore the robustness performance of Bepath on diﬀerent data sampling frequencies (e.g., 0.2, 0.25, 0.33, 0.5, and 1.0 times/second)
and diﬀerent vehicle types (Baw, Ruichi, Gerry, hyundai,
and Jac). Here, we evaluated path inference accuracy performance of Bepath on diﬀerent data sampling frequencies
and vehicle types and made comparison between Bepath
and Elastic path. Figure 11(a) shows how accurate inference
percentages of Bepath and Elastic path change when the
sampling frequency of vehicle usage data increases from 0.2
times/second to 1.0 times/second. We ﬁnd that accurate inference percentages of both Bepath and Elastic path increase
as the sampling frequency increases. This is because the data
measured with larger sampling frequency can better reﬂect
appliance states during the driving process, which results
in high path inference accuracy for both Elastic path and
Bepath. Here, we also tested the eﬀect of noises on path
inference accuracy performance of Bepath. We ﬁrst formed
energy consumption time series with diﬀerent noise levels
by randomly increasing energy consumptions in the original
data by (1%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%) and then used these formed
data to test Bepath’s path inference accuracies. The accuracy result is (45%, 41%, 30%, 15%, 10%) corresponding to
the above ﬁve noise levels. The results show that the path
inference accuracy of Bepath does not change much when
the noise level is less than 5% but decreases greatly as the
noise level is increased from 5% to 20%. Therefore, we may
prevent a EV’s paths from being inferred by manually adding
noises into energy consumption time series.
Figure 11(b) shows accurate inference percentage comparisons between Bepath and Elastic path. We see that Bepath
has higher accurate inference percentage than Elastic path
for all diﬀerent vehicle types. Besides, all accurate inference
percentages of Bepath for all ﬁve diﬀerent vehicle types are
higher than 40%, which demonstrates good robustness performance of Bepath on diﬀerent vehicle types. This is because
SCEVs in Bepath are derived from individual EV usage data and each SCEV can fully reﬂect energy variations of the
same appliance state change for each vehicle type. In practice,
for EVs with the same vehicle type, Bepath can infer paths
of an EV based on existing SCEVs of other EVs with the
same vehicle type. Based on the above analysis, we conclude

5

RELATED WORK

Several existing methods have been proposed to improve
security in vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs). One group
of works [25, 34] focus on improving information communication security of VANETs based on anonymous certiﬁcation
technology. However, these methods require each vehicle in
VANETs to load a large number of anonymous certiﬁcates in
advance and the trusted authority of VANETs to maintain
all anonymous certiﬁcates of all vehicles, which may result in
heavy certiﬁcation data management loads on EVs during the
communication process as indicated in [31]. Another group
of works [30, 33] aim to utilizing group signature technology into VANETs. These methods do not require a VANET
to manage a large number of anonymous certiﬁcations but
need to send real-time information of the group leader to
location-based services, which sacriﬁces the privacy of the
group leader during the communication process. Based on
the above analysis, we conclude that there exist no eﬃcient
technologies to ensure VANET’s information communication
security and prevent VANETS from being attacked.
Some works [9, 12, 14, 16, 23, 28] discussed the energy
disaggregation related problem. Based on their working mechanisms, we can divide these energy disaggregation methods
into state-based methods and event-based methods. Statebased methods [12, 23] use diﬀerent states to represent all possible appliance operation states and apply a hidden
Markov based method to disaggregate total energy based on
appliance state transform probability. These methods need
to know state transform probability of each appliance so that
total energy can be disaggregated accurately. Event-based
methods [9, 16] consider appliance operation actions as different events and use diﬀerent classiﬁcation methods such
as support vector machine, neural network and decision tree
to detect these appliance operation actions based on event
classiﬁcation results. However, these methods require large
energy data for event detection training and their detection
accuracies are highly aﬀected by energy data measurement
noises. Other existing methods [14, 28] estimate appliance
states by analyzing correlations between energy consumptions and magnetic, acoustic and personal moving information.
However, these methods work only when each appliance has
a very limited number of possible appliance states and will
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fail to estimate appliance states for our situations that have a
large number of appliance states (e.g., vehicle speed changes
from 0 to 100km/h). In this paper, we use graph signal processing technology to disaggregate battery energy even with
a large number of appliance states and measurement noises.
Some works [8, 13, 21] discussed how to estimate driving
paths based on appliance states. These works try to ﬁgure out
driving paths by analyzing vehicle acceleration and vehicle
speed. Several methods [13, 21] derive an approximate vehicle
motion trajectory based on vehicle acceleration value and
driving direction and correlated the trajectory with map
information to infer ﬁnal motion trajectory. However, these
methods have the disadvantage that it is diﬃcult for them to
obtain accurate vehicle acceleration and driving direction in
practice. Gao et al. [8] designed a path algorithm to estimate
vehicle driving paths based on vehicle speed from insurance
companies and the starting point of the path. However, path
inference accuracy of this method reaches around 26% with
distance error within 0.5 km [8]. In this paper, we propose
Bepath which infers a driving path only based on battery
energy consumption and its path inference accuracy reaches
around 50% with distance error within 0.5 km.
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CONCLUSION

We propose Bepath to infer a driving path of an EV based
on EV energy consumption time series. Bepath utilizes the
GSP-based method to identify energy consumption sources
of energy variations and estimates appliance states based
on source identiﬁcation results for path inference. We use
real EV driving experiments to verify the path inference
performance of Bepath. The experimental results not only
demonstrate that Bepath can accurately infer 50% and 80%
trips with distance errors within 0.5 km and 1 km but also show that Bepath has good robustness performance to
diﬀerent sampling frequencies and EV types.
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